
                

 

PRESS RELEASE – MAY 2018 

JET CANDY joins AMBER LOUNGE U*NITE 2018 

A SECRET TRAVEL COMPANION TO STOP JET LAG 

Amber Lounge: this glamorous social soiree is still Formula One’s best kept secret. The three nights (Friday 
25th - Sunday 27th May) of electrifying parties will see a coterie of celebrities, dignitaries and models gather in 
one place, from all around the world.  

This year sees F1 drivers head to Amber Lounge’s 15th Anniversary, with A-List stars, celebrities and Royalty to 
raise funds for Sir Jackie Stewart’s foundation, Race Against Dementia, at the U*NITE clubbing event, which is 
considered one of the most exclusive clubs in the world of F1. Monaco in Monte Carlo, the home of Amber 
Lounge and undeniably the most iconic of all Grand Prix locations, kicks off this season with its signature high-
octane celebrations. 

This year, Amber Lounge also sees a new name join the scene of international world travel and Formula One 
lifestyle: enter Jet Candy. A brand built on successful collaborations, purpose and synergies, Jet Candy is 
taking a small but significant place at the Amber Lounge U*NITE party, to bring wellbeing and importantly, a 
jet lag remedy to the glamorous gathering jetting off around the globe after the Grand Prix. Since the first 
Monaco Grand Prix held in 1929, there might finally be guests and drivers travelling the globe without the drag 
of jet lag…. 

Jet Candy is working its way to bring this prestigious audience, and the world of travel in general, its best kept 
secret: a secret which is an all-natural homeopathic remedy for jet lag. Since aircraft have taken travel to new 
heights across time-zones, we can enjoy the journey, and kick the jet lag. 

How it works: Allowing the internal body clock to function during long-haul, Jet Candy also helps with 
dehydration, fatigue, disorientation, mental sharpness and other symptoms associated with the disruption of the 
circadian rhythms. The remedy comes in a travel-sized dispenser with a practical pill distributor cap, perfect for 
carry-on, which you can tap, twist and take on the go.  

              

Notes to Editors: 

Jet Candy is an all-natural homeopathic jet lag remedy.  

Launched at the International Luxury Travel Market in Cannes in December 2017. 

Made by leading homeopathic pharmacy: Helios Homeopathy UK. 

Available via: www.jet-candy.com  |  For retail & collaborations: flywith@jet-candy.com 

Twitter/FB: @Jetcandytravel   |   IG: @jetcandytravel  |  W/A: +44 (0)7380 343456 
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